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WHEELS O’ WISDOM

No. 40524
Excuses, Excuses, Excuses

No. 40526
Insult Generator Sleeve Packaging

No. 40525
Yes, You’re Probably Dying
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WHEELS O’ WISDOM

Sleeve Packaging

No. 40527
Affirmators! Dial-A-Mantra

SIZE:  10.25 x 10.63 inches

SPECS:   2-piece rotating wheel; backer card; 
die-cut sleeve; poly bagged

INNER: 4

PRICE:  $5.00

NO.: 40524-40527

Like analog apps for 
everyday life, Wheels 
o’ Wisdom marry 
contemporary wit with 
old-fashioned learning. 
Chuckles and enlightenment 
are just a turn away.

 § Excuses, Excuses, Excuses: The 
easy way to find the easy way out

 § Insult Generator: An all-occasions 
guide to roasting people who are just 
the worst

 § Yes, You’re Probably Dying:  
We’re all going to die one day— 
it’s just a matter of spinning to find 
out how.

 § Affirmators! Dial-A-Mantra: 
Manifesting made easy from the 
bestselling series by Suzi Barrett 
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AF DECKS

No. 11154
Spiritual AF

Card Front Card FrontCard Front

Card Back Card BackCard Back

SPIRITUAL AF

Here’s how to get wise: Refuse to hear stories 
that aren’t yours to hear. Refrain from telling 

stories that aren’t yours to tell. If someone comes 
at you with an “OMG! Did you hear about. . . 
?” stop them right there and ask if it’s gossip, 

rumor, dirt, or other such junk. This tends to kill 
everyone’s shit-talking boner.

SPIRITUAL AF

Sometimes life is just waiting for you to meet it 
with the same level of energy it’s been stomping 
you with. And when that’s the case, sometimes 
you just need to get all alpha-dog on it and be 
like, “Listen, Bitch.”  Note of caution: Make sure 

you know what you want life to do when you get 
its attention. Keep hold of life’s balls and point 

them to where you want it to go. Otherwise, that 
mixed metaphor is totally going to pull on the 

leash and poop on your lawn. 

SPIRITUAL AF

Just say YAASSS to fessin’ up or shuttin’ up as 
the situation warrants. You’ll be all-around way 

more likable to everyone including yourself. 
If you need to, keep a list of all the times you 
were absofuckinlutely right. Just be sure you 
burn it before you die so you don’t ruin the 

illusion for everyone.
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AF DECKS

No. 11155 
Grateful AF

Card Front Card Front Card Front

Card Back Card Back Card Back

SIZE:  4 x 2.55 x 2.4 inches

SPECS:   Box with 100 cards; cardstock card 
stand

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $7.00

NO.: 11154, 11155

2 decks of 100 personal 
development cards for self-
deprecating self-helpers 
who want to do life better.

 § Pocket-sized and giftable, they’re 
perfect for soul-seekers who loathe 
new-age fashion, sugary self-help,  
and woo-woo vibes.  

 § Truth bombs on the front and wise/ 
funny related blurbs on the back

 § Created in collaboration with 
Instagram rockstar, @spiritual_AF 
(Roxan McDonald)

 § Includes a stand to display card

GRATEFUL AF

First off, the technical term for buttcrack is 
“gluteal cleft.” That just made them better, huh?! 

Buttcracks are amazing because if you see 
one in public, they’re most often peeking out of 
the top of someone’s pants like a sneaky little 

animal. Fun game: Next time you see a buttcrack 
peeking out,  say “gluteal cleft” at an increasing 

volume until the buttcrack goes away. 

GRATEFUL AF

Go look up what ancient Egyptians put their 
heads on to sleep. Now go squeeze that soft, 

welcoming cushion you get to snooze on. 
You’re more lucky than an Egyptian pharaoh! 

GRATEFUL AF

If you have teeth, you’re lucky. Even if your 
teeth are fake, you’re lucky to have them. 
Just go google “Celebrities without teeth.” 

Yup, teeth make you hot AF.
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50 RELIGIONS THAT MIGHT SAVE YOU DECK

AFTERLIFE PROMISES
copy

ATHEISM

PURPOSE OF LIFE
Keep church and state separate; 
fight political influence of 
religious groups

DEITIES
None

KEY TEXTS
Critical readings of Bible, Qur’an, 
Torah; Essence of Christianity  
by Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach; 
“The Necessity of Atheism” by 
Percy Bysshe Shelley; The God 
Delusion by Richard Dawkins; 
God Is Not Great and The Portable 
Atheist by Christopher Hitchens

WHERE
Worldwide

WHAT IT IS
From Greek a (not) and theos (god). Characterized by active  
disbelief in God, demons, angels, and afterlife. Term first applied to 
Christians by ancient Greeks. Western atheism dates to 5th-century 
BCE philosopher Diagoras and Greek Epicurus school. Modern  
form said to have been born in 1841 with Essence of Christianity  
by Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach.

AFTERLIFE PROMISES
Nothing

QUICK RATINGS
CONVERSION DIFFICULTY 

1     2     3     4     5

TIME COMMITMENT 
1     2     3     4     5

COST
1     2     3     4     5

NEW FRIENDS
155 million

TIBETAN  
BUDDHISM

PURPOSE OF LIFE
Use divine energy (tantra)  
of universe to realize own 
Buddha nature and act as 
spiritual guide for others

DEITIES
Many, including Five Dhyani 
Buddhas, Eight Wrathful  
Deities, goddess Tara,  
Four Heavenly Kings

KEY TEXTS
Tibetan Buddhist Canon:  
Kanjyur; Tenjyur; Bardo Thodol 
(Tibetan Book of the Dead)

WHERE
Worldwide, primarily Nepal, 
Bhutan, Tibet, Mongolia

WHAT IT IS
Form of Vajrayana (tantric) Buddhism, distinguished by shamanistic 
influence of indigenous religion, Bön; monastic tradition; supernatural 
beings and magic; concept of reincarnating lamas (bodhisattvas). 
Practice incorporates traditional Buddhist precepts with emphasis  
on student-teacher knowledge transmission, ritual, life and death 
cycle, universal love and compassion.

QUICK RATINGS
CONVERSION DIFFICULTY 

1     2     3     4     5

TIME COMMITMENT 
1     2     3     4     5

COST
1     2     3     4     5

NEW FRIENDS
23 million

AFTERLIFE PROMISES
Karma-based rebirth cycle 
with emphasis on Bardo, 
stage in which living help 
deceased make transition

PARAPHERNALIA
 ▪ American Atheist pendants, lapel pins, bumper stickers
 ▪ Textbooks on evolution
 ▪ Philosophical works by Freud, Marx, Nietzsche, Sartre, etc.
 ▪ Horn-rimmed glasses, black turtlenecks
 ▪ Attitude

ACTIVITIES
 ▪ Arguing with door-to-door evangelists
 ▪ Taking legal challenges to Supreme Court
 ▪ Debating fundamentalists on talk radio
 ▪ Seeking moral compass in godless universe
 ▪ Offending friends and family at religious celebrations

DRAWBACKS
 – No heaven
 – Possible persecution by  
religious right of all faiths

 – Historically burned at stake
 – Discomfort when others  
say “under God” during  
national anthem

 – In minority 
 – Might be banned from  
public office if unable  
to swear on Bible

 – Often germinates from  
disillusioning personal  
tragedy

PERKS
 + No hell
 + Sunday mornings free
 + Could feel at home in France 
(30 percent, vs. 4 percent  
in United States)

 + Pleasant assurance  
of moral relativity

 + Perfect crime stays  
unpunished

 + No need to be careful what 
you pray for if you don’t pray

 + Convenient way for  
adolescents to rebel  
against religious parents

ACTIVITIES
 ▪ Chanting prayers
 ▪ Performing mudras (sacred hand gestures) during meditation
 ▪ Promoting Tibetan rights
 ▪ Taming mind to free it in order to love others
 ▪ Practicing 6 yogas of Naropa, inner work to realize that reality  

is just projection

PARAPHERNALIA
 ▪ Images and statues of deities
 ▪ Colorful prayer flags
 ▪ Mantra-inscribed prayer wheels
 ▪ Butter sculptures

PERKS
 + Emphasis on happiness and 
peace; Dzogchen meditation 
seeks peace beyond peace

 + Get yidam (personal deity) 
that stays with you for life  
as focus of your worship

 + More outward, communal 
worship than other forms  
of Buddhism

 + Ceremonies are lively events, 
with music and chanting

 + Rich in color, symbolism, art
 + Trendy

DRAWBACKS
 – Chinese government  
persecution; Dalai Lama  
leads from exile in India

 – Memorization of mantras
 – Difficulty of universal love  
and compassion

No. 10197
50 Religions That Might Save You

Card Front

Card Front

Card Back

Card Back

SIZE:  3.75 x 5.375 x 1.25 inches

SPECS:   Clamshell box with 50 cards; folded 
insert; foil stamping on box

INNER: 6

PRICE:  $7.00

NO.: 10197

Funny yet factual cards 
to help you comparison 
shop between 50 
real—sometimes really 
weird—religions. 

 § Choose a belief system you can get 
behind or pick one at random and 
cross your fingers.

 § Chock full of afterlives you never 
knew you needed, celestial callings, 
and obscure cults to join

 § Based on The Savvy Convert’s  
Guide to Choosing a Religion, a  
Knock Knock classic
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YOU GOT THIS JOURNAL

These are baby  
steps. Progress, not 
perfection, is what 
we should be asking 

of ourselves.
Julia Cameron

I like routine.  
It enables me to  

improvise.
James Nares

Sleep is so cute  
when it tries to  
compete with  
the internet.

Will Ferrell

Never go to bed mad. 
Stay up and fight.

Phyllis Diller

Routine, in an 
intelligent man, is  
a sign of ambition.

W. H. Auden

I have a feeling  
that fulfilling my  
potential would 
really cut into my 

sittin’ around time. 
Maria Bamford

In the  
madness,  

you have to  
find calm. 

Lupita Nyong’o

Sometimes I feel  
an overwhelming 

need to cry at work, 
so I close my office 

door and lose it.
Roxane Gay

You don’t have  
to see the whole 

staircase, just take 
the first step. 

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Be regular and  
orderly in your life, 

that you may be  
violent and original 

in your work. 
Clive Barker

I’m naturally a  
very messy person. 

I’m really, really 
messy. 

Victoria Beckham

A deadline is  
negative inspiration. 
Still, it’s better than 
no inspiration at all.

Rita Mae Brown

You have been  
criticizing yourself 

for years, and it 
hasn’t worked. Try 
approving of your-
self and see what 

happens. 
Louise L. Hay

It’s so easy  
to make excuses.  

Even professional  
writers have days 

when they’d rather 
clean the toilet than 

do the writing. 
Octavia Butler

The only way  
to get a thing  

done is to start to 
do it, then keep on 
doing it, and finally 

you’ll finish it. 
Langston Hughes

No. 50248
You Got This

A motivational, 
organizational way to get 
things done (or have fun 
trying).

 § A Knock Knock take on the bullet 
journal/dot grid notebook craze

 § Includes daily doses of fun, 
inspirational quote stickers, and 
procrastination games

 § Includes 40+ adorable illustrations

 § Plot appointments with monthly 
previews.

 § Assess progress with month-in-review 
sections.

SIZE:  6 x 8.5 inches

SPECS:   Hardcover, 224 pages; 3 sticker 
sheets; ribbon page marker

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $10.00

NO.: 50248
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IT’S OK JOURNALS
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Today’s Note-to-Self: It’s OK if people think I’m… 

No. 50190
It’s OK to Fail

No. 50191
It’s OK to Be Sensitive
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IT’S OK JOURNALS

No. 50192
It’s OK to Have Big, Crazy Dreams

No. 50193
It’s OK to Be Weird

SIZE:  6.75 x 8.45 inches

SPECS:   Flexi-binding, PVC cover with 
foil-stamping, spot UV, 144 pages; 
ribbon page marker

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $7.50

NO.: 50190-50193

Encouraging real-life 
progress over digital faux-
perfection, these journals 
are a reminder that it’s OK 
to not be OK.

 § Writing prompts get your wheels 
turning

 § 78 honest (but not sappy) quotes 
from famous folks to inspire you

 § Cool PVC cover
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SCRATCH. SNIFF. WRITE. JOURNAL

No. 50244
Scratch. Sniff. Write. Journal

SIZE:  5.625 x 7.25 inches

SPECS:   96 pages; 15 scented stickers

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $7.00

NO.: 50244

You remember and love 
scratch-and-sniff stickers. 
Enjoy that nostalgic treat-
for-the-nose again—in a 
grown-up, creative way.

 § Sensory recall is all the rage.

 § Inspiring quotes and writing prompts 
get your olfactory system going

 § 15 unique scents, like French fries, 
jasmine, wine, garlic, bread, and grass
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I AM WHAT A FEMINIST LOOKS LIKE INNER-TRUTH® JOURNAL

No. 50168
I Am What a Feminist Looks Like

SIZE:  7 x 9.5 inches

SPECS:   Paperback, 160 pages; lay-flat 
binding; full-color throughout; 
ribbon page marker

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $8.00

NO.: 50167

70+ kick-ass quotes to 
rekindle your feminist 
spirit—and remind you that 
you’re not alone.

 § Full of inspiring and empowering 
NSFW quotes from badass women 
(and even a few men!) who’ve shown 
courage on the frontier

 § Because confusing hashtags and 
selfies aren’t going to fight the 
patriarchy

 § Pairs well with boobs, brains, and 
funny bones

 § Inner-Truth Journals®: over 1 million 
sold
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ANYONE CAN BE PRESIDENT

Every once in a while, a candidate’s 
sanity comes into question. Of 
course, this always seems to hap-
pen after they’ve taken office.

No one needed to worry about 
Rutherford B. Hayes’ mental acuity. 
He worried about it enough him-
self. Reportedly, Hayes, a staunch 
abolitionist and our 19th president, 
suffered from lyssophobia, which is 
the fear of going insane. Surely, the 
fact that worrying about something 
too much can make you go mad 
was not lost on him.

Some people on Capitol Hill and 
beyond worried about Ronald 
Reagan’s mental state after a few 
public gaffes and blank stares. 

Donald Trump was given an actual 
test for mental fitness after poli-
ticians, the press, and the public 
voiced concern about his erratic 
behavior. Reportedly, Trump’s test 
involved identifying simple images, 
so that’s what we’re going to do 
right now. Because surely, we can 
all agree that whoever is running 
things over at the White House 
should, at the very least, be able to 
see a picture of a traffic cone and 
say, “That’s a traffic cone.”

Oh, and if you do plan to run for 
president, do not share your results 
or the fact that you’ve even taken 
this test. While we want our leaders 
to be mentally fit, we don’t want 
to know they had to be tested to 
prove that is the case.

MENTAL HEALTH TEST

A N Y O N E  C A N  B E  P R E S I D E N T

6

“LET ME TELL YOU, THOSE L AST  

 TEN QUESTIONS ARE HARD.” 

— D O N A L D TR U M P O N TA K I N G A CO G N I TI V E  

 A S S E S S M E N T TE ST #PR E S I M E N TA L *

Answers: B; A; B; C; A; C; B; A; C

IDENTIF Y THE FOLLOWING IMAGES

A. Where the servants sleep
B. A house
C. A shell company

A. A tree
B. Your campaign exploding
C. An inauguration party gown

A. A Russian attaché case
B. A cup of coffee
C. The blood of your rivals

A. A Green Party candidate
B. A stripper
C. A deer

A. A baseball glove
B. A wiretapping device
C. A bondage mask

A. Serbian tank
B. Viagra
C. A bus

A. A “medical” pipe
B. A saxaphone
C. Something to be played on late 
night TV to make you appear more 
personablelate night TV

A. Money
B. A campaign contribution
C. A bribe

A. A gardener
B. An undocumented immigrant
C. A potential voter

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

C A N  Y O U  B E  P R E S I D E N T ?

After two fruitful terms as president, Franklin D. Roosevelt decided to give 
tradition the finger and run for another term or two. And he won. Yes, FDR 
was elected four times and is the only president to serve more than eight 
years. He may have attempted to go for another term, but he decided to 
die instead.

So, Congress (we’ll get into what that is later in the book) saw that anyone 
could pull the same move and put forth an amendment to the Constitution 
in 1947 that would limit the number of terms a person could serve. That 
way they wouldn’t have to rely on divine intervention to keep one person 
from remaining in power for too long. That was ratified by the states, which 
basically means they had to go “Meh … okay,” and thus the 22nd Amend-
ment became legit law in 1951.

Official eligibility may be summed up in three bullet points, but the innu-
merable unofficial requirements for being prez are pretty much bonkers. 
Statistically, it helps if you’re an old, rich, white dude. As of the writing of 
this book, 44 out of 45 presidents have been pasty geezers. To be clear, 
this is purely statistical. Being an old, rich, white dude does not guarantee 
you’ll be good at the job. Quite the contrary, based on the track record of a 
great number of previous presidents who qualified as such.

Theodore Roosevelt was a boyish 42-years old 
when he took office. #youngestprezever

C A N  Y O U  B E  P R E S I D E N T ?

4 5

There are only three official 
requirements for anyone who 
wants to run for president. If you’re 
learning this for the first time, that 
means you must’ve skipped the 
introduction, which means you like 
to leap headlong into situations 
without first doing the required 
studying and therefore might make 
an excellent president. But you’re 
not president yet, so let’s go over 
them.

According to Article 2, Section 1 of 
the U.S. Constitution (no, that’s not 
a Starfleet ship), anyone who hopes 
to achieve the position of president 
must:

So, chances are if you like bacon 
cheddar dogs, but can’t eat them 
because of your cholesterol, you 
meet all three of these require-
ments. But wait, as they say in late-
night infomercials, there’s more.

Even the most misinformed student 
knows a president can serve a 
maximum of just eight years and 
each term is four years. But as late 
as the mid-20th Century, a presi-
dent could hold office for longer 
than that. The term limit was largely 
a traditional gesture that honored 
good ol’ George Washington, who 
refused to run for a third term way 
back in 1796. He figured we’d just 
split from a monarchy and there 
was no need to start that mess 
up again. But as happens often in 
politics, eventually someone broke 
with tradition.

After two fruitful terms as pres-
ident, Franklin D. Roosevelt 
decided to give tradition the finger 
and run for another term or two. 
And he won. Yes, FDR was elected 
four times and is the only president 
to serve more than eight years. 
He may have attempted to go for 
another term, but he decided to 
die instead.

OFFICIAL (AND UNOFFICIAL) REQUIREMENTS

BE A NATURAL-BORN CITIZEN 
OF THE UNITED STATES

HAVE LIVED IN SAID UNITED 
STATES FOR 14  
CONSECUTIVE YEARS

BE AT LEAST 35 YEARS OF AGE

“ R U L E S  A R E  N O T  N E C E S S A R I LY  

 S A C R E D ,  P R I N C I P L E S  A R E .” 

— FR A N K L I N D. R O O S E V E LT

If you have the gift of gab, as they say, that will definitely work in your favor. 
After all, when your audience is the entire population of the word, people 
tend to pay attention to what you say and how you say it. So, if you need 
your “ask not what your country can do for you” or “four score and seven 
years ago” moment, you should go get yourself a dictionary, a thesaurus, 
and a whole lot of scratch paper. (Of course, being able to actually read 
and write is not a requirement.) But enough of this wordy claptrap. Let’s get 
started on the practical stuff.

ELIGIBILITY
A N Y O N E  C A N  B E  P R E S I D E N T

No. 50300
Anyone Can Be President

SIZE:  5.5 x 7.5 inches

SPECS:   Paperback, layflat binding, 144 
pages; sticker sheet

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $7.00

NO.: 50300

Think you’ve got what it 
takes to be the leader of 
the free world? Consider 
this book your ticket to the 
White House.

 § Everything you need to know from 
picking a campaign platform to golfing 
your way to political solutions

 § A cheat sheet for potential candidates 
and a much-needed parody for 
everyone else

 § Crammed with quizzes, surveys, 
sample crisis scenarios, and even a 
slogan generator to get you going

 § From David Vienna, bestselling author 
of Calm the F*ck Down, Are We There 
Yet?, and Drinks for Mundane Tasks
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WHAT NOT TO SAY BOOKS

No. 50302
What Not to Say: Love

No. 50303
What Not to Say: Office

Based on our bestselling 
series, we’ve packed these 
books with all the things 
you should never, ever say 
whether you’re on the job 
or on a date.

 § Loaded with career-killing/romance-
ending phrases to avoid at all costs

 § Doubles as a guide to ending a 
relationship or getting fired

 § Add to your collection of foot-in-your-
mouth fun What Not to Say books.

SIZE:  4.25 x 6.25 inches

SPECS:   Hardcover with foil stamping, 128 
pages

INNER: 4

PRICE:  $6.00

NO.: 50302, 50303
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POCKET TRANSLATORS

No. 50304
Fuck You Pocket Translator

No. 50301
I Love You Pocket Translator

SIZE:  3.85 x 5.20 inches

SPECS:   PVC cover, 128 pages

INNER: 4

PRICE:  $4.00

NO.: 50301, 50304

No matter where in the 
world you’re walking that 
fine line between love 
and hate, these pocket 
translators will help you 
express your true feelings.

 § Includes languages like Pig Latin, 
Klingon, and Elvish!

 § Maps highlight where languages are 
spoken around the world.

 § Discover useful tips and tidbits about 
the L-word and F-word—like who said 
“fuck” on live TV or how to express 
romantic interest without saying a 
thing.
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PRODUCT NAMEFOUR-LETTER PUZZLES

Assembled

AssembledNo. 10085
Shit

No. 10084 
Sexy

SIZE:  5 x 5 x 5 inches

SPECS:   Box with gold foil; approximately 
400-piece puzzle with gold foil 

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $8.00

NO.: 10084, 10085

1 word, 4 letters, 400+ pieces. 
You do the math.

 § Sumptuous box inspired by alphabet 
blocks

 § Holographic foil on the puzzles and the 
boxes—ooh la la!

 § Collect all 6, then make your own words.

 § Created and designed by Brooklyn 
design duo Charles&Thorn
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PRODUCT NAMEDING DING BELLS

No. 15030
Don’t Stop

No. 15032
Fuck You

No. 15031
Let’s Do This

No. 15033
Coffee

SIZE:  Bell: 3.5 inches in diamter

SPECS:  Cardstock platform and bell

INNER: 4

PRICE:  $6.00

NO.: 15030-15033

Classic concierge bells 
communicate your needs 
without saying a word!

 § Ring once or twice for two different 
messages.

 § All the fun of summoning help—for 
your own personal use

 § How to use: ding bell
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PRODUCT NAMESORRY I FARTED AGAIN POSTCARD BOOK

No. 50209
Sorry I Farted Again

25 postcard apologies that 
say sorry for all sorts of 
cringeworthy moments, so 
you don’t have to.

 § Fluorescent, eye-popping colors show 
just how sorry you really are

 § Includes one any-occasion postcard 
you can fill in for unexpected goofs

 § Sequel to the I’m Sorry I Farted book 
by Dan Golden

SIZE:  6 x 4 inches

SPECS:   25 postcards; cardstock case

INNER: 4

PRICE:  $6.00 

NO.: 50209
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FILL IN THE LOVE®: READ ME WHEN

No. 50185
Amazing KidSIZE:  7.25 x 4 x 1.5 inches

SPECS:   8 paper sheets; 8 envelopes; 
foil-stamped box with magnetic lid; 
cotton ribbon; cardstock sleeve

INNER: 3

PRICE:  $8.00 

NO.: 50185

A treasure trove of eight, 
situation-specific, fill-in 
letters for your awesome 
kid to open at just the right 
moment.

 § An all-new addition to our bestselling 
Fill in the Love® series

 § Send them off to summer camp or 
with your college-bound kid.

 § Gift idea for expecting parents and 
soon-to-be empty nesters alike
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PRODUCT NAMEDIECUT STICKY NOTES

No. 12567
Crap

No. 12568
FYI

No. 12569
BTW

No. 12570
Blah

SIZE:  3 x 3 inches

SPECS:   75 diecut sheets with repositionable 
adhesive

INNER: 8

PRICE:  $2.00

NO.: 12567-12570

A cutting-edge twist on our 
classic stickies that gives 
you a bright, bold way to 
make your statement stick.

 § Sticky notes are kind of our thing— 
and hey, why haven’t we cut words 
into them before?

 § Doubles as a stencil, if you’re into 
that

 § Cheery colors help your message 
stand out.
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CLASSIC PADS

No. 12290
Don’t Kill the Kids

No. 12291
Make Shit Happen

No. 12292
Daily Agenda/Hidden Agenda

Spark follow-through and 
cross off to-dos with our 
latest pads.

 § Daily Agenda/Hidden Agenda: A 
to-do list that doesn’t distort between 
life’s never-ending needs and wants

 § Make Shit Happen: Fuck luck. The 
first step to getting things done is 
putting it down on this productive 
pad—or some shit like that.

 § Don’t Kill the Kids: A fill-in-the-blank 
checklist that will transform any sitter 
into the baby whisperer of your date- 
night dreams

SIZE:  6 x 9 inches

SPECS:   60 sheets; adhesive binding

INNER: 6

PRICE:  $4.00

NO.: 12290 – 12292
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NIFTY NOTES

No. 12146
IOU

No. 12147
All The Feels

No. 12148
Por Favor

No. 12149
Like My Recent

SIZE:  4 x 5.25 inches

SPECS:   50 sheets; adhesive binding

INNER: 6

PRICE:  $3.00

NO.: 12146-12149

Let all-new Nifty Notes do 
the talking (or your dirty 
work!) for you. 

 § Like My Recent: The ahem of notes, 
it reminds everyone to acknowledge 
your major (and minor) offline 
moments.

 § All the Feels: Take the infinite range 
of your many-splendored feels from 
your newsfeed to real life.

 § Por Favor: A well-mannered way to 
communicate wants and demands 
(both reasonable and unreasonable)—
no actual Spanish skills required!

 § IOU: Checkboxes and prompts help 
you beg, borrow, and steal with 
instant impunity.
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